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Abstract—Centralized social networking services (SNSs) or
online social networks (OSNs) inherently have privacy concerns.
Ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) is an
effective and promising tool for protecting privacy in centralized
and distributed systems. However, a large effort is required
to develop new practical social applications using CP-ABE.
Furthermore, such applications often have performance problems
because of the substantial computation time needed for ABE.
This paper describes the design and implementation of the
ABnews system, a Usenet-like social messaging system using
ABE and untrusted storage. ABnews is fast because it eliminates
the heavy computation of ABE from the interactive access to
messages. ABnews inherits application programs from Usenet,
and allows Usenet’s rich newsreaders to be utilized without
any modification. Furthermore, ABnews provides overlay social
applications, including a private blogging service, a presence
service, and one-to-one direct messaging, on top of bulletin board
systems. The ABnews system has been implemented using the
cpabe toolkit and Google Drive, which holds encrypted messages.
Experimental results show that the overhead of CP-ABE is
negligible when implementing such a messaging system on a
current cloud storage service.

I. INTRODUCTION

People use social networking services (SNSs) or online
social networks (OSNs) every day. Because current popular
SNSs have a centralized architecture, they have technical and
social problems [14], [39]. One significant technical problem
is the potential lack of scalability. Notable social problems
include those related to user privacy and trust. Users must
trust the central servers when they upload sensitive and private
data. It is not trivial for casual users to maintain access control
lists (ACLs) of the resources in central servers to protect their
privacy [31]. Some recent events have proved the existence of
such privacy concerns in widely-used centralized SNSs [21].
In addition to privacy and trust issues, users must consider
the possibility of losing access to their data in the centralized
servers if these servers shut down.

To address the problems associated with centralized servers,
researchers are working on building decentralized SNSs
(DSNSs) or decentralized OSNs (DOSNs) [14], [39]. After
ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) was
introduced [7], [8], researchers began implementing decentral-

ized SNSs using CP-ABE [4], [34], [50]. CP-ABE has proven
to be an effective and promising tool for fine-grained access
control to distributed shared data. However, there are still prob-
lems to solve in implementing social applications with CP-
ABE. First, a large effort is required to develop new practical
social applications that have good user interfaces. For example,
Persona [4] requires modifications to Web browsers, and this
occasionally prevents people from using Persona. Second, ex-
isting decentralized SNSs with ABE are attempting to produce
user experiences very similar to those of centralized SNSs, and
such reproduction is often cumbersome. For example, Persona
implements Facebook Wall, and Cachet implements Facebook
Newsfeed. These applications are cumbersome because of the
substantial computation time needed for ABE and the large
number of accesses to distributed hash tables (DHTs).

In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of
a social messaging system that is suitable for use with ABE.
The contributions of this paper are as follows.

• We allow users to exchange private messages using
existing rich applications including mobile ones without
any modification.

• We eliminate the heavy computation of ABE from the
interactive access to messages.

• We show the implementation of overlay social applica-
tions, including a private blogging service, a presence
service, and one-to-one direct messaging by making
maximum use of the fine-grained access control of ABE.

• We take back control of our data from centralized SNSs.

Concretely, we realize a Usenet-like messaging system by
using untrusted storage and attribute-based encryption (Section
II). We call this system the Attribute-Based news system, or
ABnews for short. ABnews inherits application programs from
Usenet, and allows Usenet’s rich newsreaders to be utilized
without any modification. Users can exchange messages by
using standard newsreaders that have good user interfaces.
Furthermore, ABnews provides overlay social applications,
including a private blogging service, a presence service, and
one-to-one direct messaging, on top of BBSs (Section III).

ABnews is very fast because it accesses plaintext messages
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Fig. 1. Layered architecture of the ABnews system.

in a local spool, and performs neither decryption nor Inter-
net access when users access these messages interactively.
We have implemented the ABnews system using the cpabe
toolkit [7], [8] and Google Drive [19], which holds messages
encrypted with ABE (Section IV). Experimental results show
that the overhead of CP-ABE is negligible when implementing
such a messaging system on a current cloud storage service
(Section V).

II. ABNEWS SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section, we describe the design of our ABnews
system. We build an SNS using four layers, as shown in
Fig. 1. We implement the ABnews system on top of a cloud
storage service. ABnews provides a BBS service as Usenet
does. ABnews inherits existing rich newsreaders from Usenet.
On top of the BBS service, we implement other overlay social
applications, including a private blogging service, a presence
service, and one-to-one direct messaging.

In this section, we briefly describe Usenet and its important
ideas that are used in our news system. Next, we discuss the
goals, implementation environment, and threat model of our
news system. Finally, we describe the base social application,
a BBS. In the next section, we will describe the overlay social
applications.

A. Usenet

Usenet is a worldwide distributed BBS on the Internet. In
Usenet, a message is called an article. Its main goal is to
multicast an article posted on a node to all nodes worldwide.
A software suite that transfers and manages Usenet messages
is called a news system; examples include A-News, B-News,
C-News, and InterNetNews (INN) [44]. In ABnews, we reuse
the same message format.

The articles in Usenet are classified into hierarchical news-
groups. The major top-level newsgroup hierarchies are called
the Usenet Big 8: comp.*, humanities.*, misc.*,

news.*, rec.*, sci.*, soc.*, and talk.*. In addi-
tion to the Big 8, it has local hierarchies, such as aus.*
(Australia) and can.* (Canada). In ABnews, we reuse the
ideas of newsgroups and top-level hierarchies.

A Usenet node usually runs a server called an NNTP
daemon (NNTPD) [16]. Using NNTP (Network News Transfer
Protocol), a node can exchange articles with other nodes.
These nodes construct an unstructured peer-to-peer (P2P) net-
work. An NNTPD also provides articles to local newsreaders.

Usenet has rich newsreaders such as Mozilla Thunderbird
and Emacs Gnus for PCs and NewsTap for iOS. In addition,
users can access its articles using Web browsers. For example,
SquirrelMail, a Web mail application, has a plugin that allows
access to Usenet articles via the NNTP. In ABnews, we run
our simple NNTPD to serve local newsreaders; however, our
NNTPD does not communicate with other NNTPDs.

While Usenet was designed for distributing text messages,
modern newsreaders can post HTML messages that include
pictures (as in email). ABnews also allows HTML messages
with pictures.

The current Usenet has the following problems in the
context of SNSs. First, they are not designed for exchanging
private articles among a small group of people. This is because
it is very difficult to limit the distribution of articles within a
small number of people. Second, news systems are difficult to
manage, even for experts. This is because news systems are
designed to achieve a high throughput. Administrators must
tune many parameters and monitor the activities of the news
systems.

B. Goals of ABnews

The goals of ABnews are summarized as follows:
• The ABnews system provides a BBS service that targets

small groups of friends who trust one another; in contrast,
Usenet provides an open worldwide BBS. When a user
posts an article in a node, the news system delivers the
article to the nodes of her/his friends. In addition, these
friends can post follow-up articles to comment on the first
article.

• The ABnews system supports NNTP access from LAN
PCs 1. Users can access articles by using standard news-
readers, including Mozilla Thunderbird and Emacs Gnus
for PCs and NewsTap for iOS.

• The ABnews system provides fine-grained access control
to articles with CP-ABE. A user can post an article
with an access policy that specifies who can read the
article. A user can read an article if he/she satisfies the
corresponding access policy of the article.

• The ABnews system provides overlay social applications
on top of the base BBS service. The overlay social ap-
plications include a blog similar to Twitter and Facebook
Timeline, a presence service to distribute IP addresses,
and one-to-one direct messaging similar to email.

• Users have control of their own data. Published messages
are stored in their PCs. While ABnews uses a shared
storage service on the Internet, the storage contains only
encrypted data. When a storage service shuts down, it
should be easy for a user to switch to another storage
service with no data loss.

In ABnews, we classify users into two types: administrators
and regular members. Each top-level newsgroup hierarchy has
an administrator who manages the hierarchy’s newsgroup list.

1Internet Service Providers (ISPs) cannot not block this NNTP access in a
LAN.



The administrator also maintains the list of members and
distributes ABE secret keys to these members. A single user
can manage multiple hierarchies. A user can join multiple
hierarchies that are managed by other users.

C. Environment

Each user must have a PC to run the ABnews system. Unlike
in Usenet, a user can turn off her/his PC.

ABnews uses a storage service as a long-term messaging
queue. The storage service must provide the following opera-
tions: reading, writing, and listing files. If the storage service
allows appending files and disallows general writing, this is
preferable to allowing general writing.

ABnews uses the following functions of CP-ABE:
Setup Generate an attribute public key (APK) and master

secret key (AMSK).
Keygen Generate an attribute secret key (ASK) for a user

with given attributes, the APK and the AMSK.
Encrypt Encrypt a plaintext under the given decryption

policy using the APK.
Decrypt Decrypt a ciphertext using an APK and ASK.

D. Threat model

In the ABnews system, we assume the following.
First, the storage provider is a passive adversary, and can

read all data, but it does not actively attack, as in Persona [4]
and Priv.io [50]. The storage provider must provide the file
access service, and keep the stored files. ABnews encrypts
all the data before it is uploaded to the storage provider, and
decrypts the data after downloading. In this paper, we do not
address other attack types such as user tracking and meta-
data collection by storage providers. For example, the storage
provider can track users with IP addresses, and ABnews cannot
hide social graphs against such tracking.

Second, there are no malicious users in a small community
and regular members trust the administrator of a hierarchy. We
believe that a hierarchy administrator can have a strong sense
of ethics and hold quality in high regard in a small community.
We can find such a LAN administrator and a benevolent
dictator in an open-source development project [32]. Regular
members are relatively polite in a small community. All
members keep ABE secret keys in secret. Section III-A will
analyze a case in which everyone has her/his own individual
hierarchy.

E. BBS

ABnews provides a BBS service as Usenet does. This
section describes the BBS service of ABnews. Fig. 2 shows
how ABnews distributes articles using a storage service. In this
figure, Alice is a hierarchy administrator, and Bob and Carol
are hierarchy members. First, Alice creates the hierarchy, and
invites Bob and Carol to the hierarchy. All users (Alice, Bob,
and Carol) can post articles to the hierarchy’s newsgroups with
access policies. A user can read an article if he/she satisfies
the corresponding access policy of the article.
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Fig. 2. Distributing articles through a storage service in ABnews.

Creating a hierarchy: To create a hierarchy, an adminis-
trator performs the following:

1) Allocates a directory in a storage service.
2) Generates an APK and AMSK.
3) Creates one or more newsgroups under the top-level

hierarchy.
In an SNS for a small group of people, we can create the

following newsgroups as examples:
• prairie-waters-es-parents.* for parents who have

children in the Prairie Waters Elementary School.
• bragg-creek-tennis.* for a tennis circle in the Bragg

Creek community.
• north-mount-hs-alumni.* for alumni who graduated

from the North Mount High School.
Inviting a regular member: A hierarchy administrator

invites a new regular member, as follows:
1) The administrator defines the attributes for the new

member, and generates a unique ASK for the new
member.

2) The administrator gives the new member the permission
to access the storage service.

3) The administrator passes the APK, the ASK, and the
information to access the storage service to the new
member.

In an SNS for a small group of people, we can use following
attributes as examples:

• all for all the members in a hierarchy.
• admin for the hierarchy administrator.
• academic_year_2017 for the parents who have chil-

dren enrolling in academic year 2017.
• monday_players for the tennis circle members who

play tennis on Mondays.
• a37th for the 37th alumni who graduated from a high

school.
We can include identity attributes in ASKs for renewing

ASKs.



Posting an article: A user can post an article with a
newsreader that communicates with an NNTPD running on the
user’s PC. At this time, the user must specify two headers: the
Newsgroups: header for a newsgroup in the hierarchy, and
the X-Policy: header for describing an access policy.

When the NNTPD receives a posted article, the ABnews
system performs the following:

1) Retrieves the APK that corresponds to the newsgroup.
2) Encrypts the article with the APK and the policy in the

X-Policy: header.
3) Uploads the encrypted article to the corresponding stor-

age server.
4) Places the plaintext article in the local spool.

Reading articles: A user can read articles with a news-
reader that communicates with an NNTPD. This NNTPD
serves articles from one or more hierarchies in a local spool.

The ABnews system obtains articles from the storage ser-
vice and saves them to the spool, as follows:

1) Downloads encrypted articles from a storage server.
2) Decrypts the encrypted articles with the user’s ASK

and the APK. If the ABnews system cannot decrypt an
article, it drops the article.

3) Places decrypted plaintext articles into the local spool.

F. Canceling articles

ABnews allows articles to be canceled through a control
message as Usenet does [1]. A control message is a special
article that has the header field Control:. A control message
to cancel a message has the header field Control: cancel

<message-id>. ABnews distributes control messages in the
same manner that it distributes regular messages. A control
message also has the header X-Policy:, and is encrypted
before uploading to the storage server. When a node of the
ABnews system receives a cancel control message, it deletes
the article that has the header Message-Id: <message-id>

from the local spool. After that, the user can no longer access
the canceled article.

G. Other features

The ABnews system removes old plaintext articles in a local
spool as Usenet does. Each user decides the expiration periods
of articles in a local spool. Similar to Usenet, ABnews can also
archive old articles.

The ABnews system also removes old encrypted articles in
a storage service. A typical expiration period of encrypted ar-
ticles is one month. Before encrypted articles expire, members
should turn on their PCs and download these files.

ABnews inherits some useful functions from Friend News
System [42]. ABnews provides a newsgroup mapping function
to solve name conflict problems. A user can join two hierar-
chies that have a same name but are managed by different
administrators. ABnews uses digital signatures to prevent
unauthorized message modifications and identity spoofing
attacks.

III. OVERLAY SOCIAL APPLICATIONS

In Section II, we have described the base BBS service of the
ABnews system. ABnews provides overlay social applications
on top of the base BBS service. In this section, we describe
three overlay social applications: a private blogging service, a
presence service, and one-to-one direct messaging. In Fig. 3,
three users, Alice, Bob, and Carol are friends and using these
three overlay applications. Each user is an administrator of
her/his hierarchy and invites the other users.

A. Private blogs over BBS

In ABnews, we implement a private blog application (which
is similar to Twitter and Facebook Timeline) over the BBS
service, as follows.

• Each user creates her/his individual top-level hierarchy,
and a newsgroup for her/his blog under the top-level
hierarchy. For example, Alice creates the newsgroup
hierarchy alice.* and the newsgroup alice.blog.

• Each user invites her/his friends to her/his individual
hierarchy. Typically, two friends invite each other.

• Each user posts articles to her/his blog newsgroup. For
example, Alice posts her messages to the newsgroup
alice.blog.

• A user posts a comment as a follow-up article to the
friend’s blog newsgroup. For example, Bob reads an
article in alice.blog, and posts his comments to the
same newsgroup with the same subject. Many popular
newsreaders support threads and collect original articles
and follow-up articles into a single thread.

When a user invites a friend to her/his individual hierarchy,
the user can give the friend the following attributes:

• family, parents, children, relatives, etc.
• colleague, boss, etc.
• friend, closed_friend, etc.

Using these attributes, a user can post articles to the blog
newsgroup with the following policies, given as examples:

• X-Policy: (family) for messages to family members.
• X-Policy: (family or colleague) for messages to

family members or colleagues.

Note that a user can post an article to another user group,
even if he or she is not a member of that group. For example,
suppose that Bob has the attribute family and Carol has the
attribute colleague in Alice’s blog newsgroup. Alice posts
a blog article with X-Policy: (family or colleague).
Both Bob and Carol can read the article because they satisfy
this access policy. Bob can post a comment article as a follow-
up article with the same policy, X-Policy: (family or

colleague). He can do this even though he does not have
the attribute colleague in CP-ABE.

Facebook’s Newsfeed application collects messages in
friends’ Timelines. We can provide a similar function by
using the virtual newsgroup facility, without developing new
social applications. A virtual newsgroup is a collection of
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Fig. 3. Three overlay applications *.{blog,presence,mailbox} in the ABnews system.

other newsgroups. Newsreaders Gnus 2, nn 3, and vin 4 have
such functionality. We can collect multiple blog newsgroups
into a single virtual newsgroup. For example, Alice subscribes
two friends’ blog newsgroups: bob.blog and carol.blog.
She can create a virtual newsgroup friends.newsfeeds that
collects all messages in bob.blog and carol.blog.

B. Presence

Social VPNs [18], [25], [45], voice over IP, and other
peer-to-peer real-time applications often require the current
IP addresses and port numbers of friends. This information is
referred to as presence information.

We implement an application that returns presence infor-
mation over the private blog application described in Sec-
tion III-A. For example, Alice can create the newsgroup
alice.presence to post her presence information. Alice’s
friends can obtain her latest presence information from the
newsgroup. A user can restrict access to her/his presence in-
formation. For example, Alice can post an article that contains
presence information with the policy X-Policy: (family),
to allow access to family members only.

C. One-to-one direct messaging

We implement a one-to-one direct messaging application
over the base BBS service of ABnews.

2https://www.gnu.org/software/emacs/manual/html node/gnus/Virtual-
Groups.html

3https://www.opennet.ru/docs/FAQ/soft/newsreaders/nn-getting-
started.html

4ftp://ftp.delegate.org/pub/cosmos/README

• Each receiver is a hierarchy administrator and creates a
mailbox newsgroup for receiving messages under her/his
individual hierarchy.

• When a sender sends a direct message to a friend, the
sender posts an article to the friend’s mailbox newsgroup.
At this time, the sender specifies the policy only the
hierarchy administrator satisfies.

For example, suppose that Bob is a friend of Alice, and Bob
has his ASK and the APK of Alice’s individual hierarchy.
Bob posts an article to the newsgroup alice.mailbox with
the policy X-Policy: (admin). Because Alice satisfies the
policy, she can decrypt and read the article. Other users who
are regular members of the hierarchy alice.* cannot read
the article because they do not satisfy the policy.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ABNEWS SYSTEM

We have implemented the ABnews system using the cpabe
toolkit [7], [8] and Google Drive [19], which holds messages
encrypted with ABE. In this section, we describe its imple-
mentation.

Fig. 4 shows the components of the ABnews system running
in a node. This news system consists of the NNTPD, Login
command, Uploader, Downloader, and Administration tool.
The NNTPD interacts with a user through a newsreader. The
Login command performs the login to Google Drive and
obtains tokens. The Uploader and Downloader perform ABE
encryption and decryption with the cpabe toolkit, and com-
municate with Google Drive to store and retrieve encrypted
files. Users use the administration tool to manage ABE keys.
These programs are written in the Ruby language. We use
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the google-drive-ruby library to interact with Google Drive 5.
We reuse some components of Friend News System [42] to
implement the ABnews system.

A. NNTPD

The core of the ABnews system in a node is the NNTPD.
This is a simple NNTPD written in the Ruby language. This
NNTPD serves plaintext articles in a local spool. Unlike
an NNTPD in Usenet, the NNTPD of ABnews does not
communicate with other instances running in other nodes.
Instead, the NNTPD of ABnews performs the following:

• It uploads posted articles to the storage service with
Uploader.

• It receives articles from the storage service with Down-
loader.

B. Login

The Login command performs the login to Google Drive.
This Login command asks the user for the authorization
to access directories in Google Drive based on the OAuth
protocol [22]. If the user grants the access with a Web browser,
Google Drive returns the OAuth authorization code. The Login
command obtains an access token and refresh token with
the authorization code, and saves them for the Uploader and
Downloader described below.

C. Uploader

The Uploader program is executed when a user posts an
article. This programs takes the following arguments:

• The plaintext file that contains the article.
• The APK of the newsgroup hierarchy of the article.
• The ABE access policy of the article.
First, this program executes the cpabe-enc command of

the cpabe toolkit with these arguments, and obtains an en-
crypted file. Next, this program uploads the encrypted file to
Google Drive.

5https://github.com/gimite/google-drive-ruby

D. Downloader

The Downloader program periodically monitors the direc-
tory in Google Drive. When this program finds new files, it
downloads them. Next, this program decrypts the downloaded
encrypted files by executing the cpabe-dec command of the
cpabe toolkit with the APK and the ASK. Next, this program
places the decrypted plaintext files into the local spool.

E. Administration tool

The administration tool of ABnews performs miscellaneous
tasks.

When a hierarchy administrator creates a top-level hierar-
chy, the tool generates an APK and an AMSK by executing
the cpabe-setup command of the cpabe toolkit. Next, the
tool allocates a directory in Google Drive to store encrypted
files.

When a hierarchy administrator invites a new regular mem-
ber, she/he receives the user ID of the regular member in
Google Drive. Next, the administrator defines the attributes
of the new regular member. Next, the administrator exe-
cutes the tool to generate a unique ASK by executing the
cpabe-keygen command of the cpabe toolkit. This command
takes the following arguments: the APK, AMSK, and the
attributes. The tool gives the permissions of the directory
in Google Drive to the new regular member. Finally, the
tool returns the ASK, APK, and the information to access
the directory. The hierarchy administrator passes these pieces
of information to the new regular member. When the new
regular member receives these pieces of information from the
hierarchy administrator, the tool saves them to the ABnews
configuration file.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the ABnews System.

A. Achievement of goals

Section II-B shows the goals of the ABnews system. This
news system provides a BBS service for small groups of
people using a storage service. An administrator manages
a top-level newsgroup hierarchy with an ABE public key
and an ABE master secret key, invites regular members, and
distributes ABE secret keys. When a user posts an article in
a node with an access policy, the news system delivers the
article to the nodes of friends who satisfy the access policy
of the article. Users can access articles by using existing rich
newsreaders via NNTP. The ABnews system provides overlay
social applications person.{blog,presence,mailbox} on
top of the base BBS service. Users have control of their
own data because posted messages remain on their PCs, and
only encrypted messages go to the storage service. The results
indicate that we have achieved all our goals.

In ABnews, a user has to download encrypted files even
if he or she cannot decrypt them. This causes a technical
problem and a social problem. The technical problem is that
this generates unnecessary traffic, because users download
encrypted files they cannot decrypt. We believe that the impact



of such unnecessary traffic would be minor in current Internet
access lines. The social problem is that a user notices that
his/her friends exchange messages without him/her. We believe
that most users of ABnews will accept this because they
themselves use this function. In the future, we aim to add cover
traffic to realize differential privacy, as in Vuvuzela [46]. This
will also mitigate the social problem.

The article canceling process in ABnews is not perfect as
in Usenet. If a cancel control message is lost in a node,
its corresponding target article remains in the node. Because
users of Usenet accept this limitation, we believe that most
users of ABnews will also accept this limitation. We can
supplement this imperfection of canceling with a popular Web-
based technique. Users can place encrypted files with ABE
into their Web sites or storage services, and send the URLs
of the encrypted files to friends using ABnews. Users can
remove these encrypted files and encrypt these files again with
other ABE keys and policies later. People are using a similar
technique in email.

The current implementation of ABnews depends on cen-
tralized storage services, which can perform traffic analysis.
We can avoid this traffic analysis by running users’ own
storage services or using decentralized storage services, such
as BitTorrent Sync over the DHT [37].

An administrator allows regular members to upload files to
the storage service. An administrator protects the storage from
outside the community by using OAuth [22], random URLs
as capabilities or other methods.

B. Comparisons with conventional SNSs using ABE

Some SNSs use ABE to implement fine-grained access
control to distributed shared data [4], [34], [50]. Among these
SNSs, our implementation most closely resembles Persona [4].
Persona is a privacy-enhanced decentralized SNS application
that provides flexible, user-defined access control with ABE.
In Persona, users exchange messages through shared storage
systems. The data in shared storage systems are encrypted
by ABE. Persona proposes an abstraction called Doc, which
is a generic multi-reader multi-writer application and stores
encrypted data to a shared storage service. Persona implements
social applications, such as wall, chat, presence, and newsfeed,
on top of the Doc abstraction. Because Persona is Web-based,
it requires on-demand access to encrypted Web resources
that are stored in remote storage services. In Persona, a user
accesses encrypted Web resources that are stored in remote
storage services using a Firefox Web browser equipped with
Persona’s extension.

In addition to a storage service, Priv.io [50] uses Amazon
Simple Queue Service (SQS) [2] to implement inter-user com-
munication. Priv.io requires developing new social applications
in JavaScript that perform ABE computation in Web browsers.

In ABnews, in contrast to these SNSs, a user uses existing
newsreaders to access plaintext messages that are stored on a
local PC. Therefore, ABnews is extremely fast and does not
require new social applications to be developed. Furthermore,
users can read messages in their PCs while they are offline.
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Unlike Priv.io, ABnews uses a storage service as a long-term
messaging queue with multiple readers.

Cachet [34] uses DHTs to store encrypted data. Cachet
uses a social caching approach to avoid slow DHT accesses
and ABE decryption. In this social caching approach, a user
obtains plaintext data from friends’ nodes, and the fine-grained
access control with ABE does not work in those nodes. In
ABnews, a user obtains plaintext data from her/his local node,
and the access control works in the local node.

Sweets [26] is our Twitter-like application for Android
mobile devices. Sweets performs data synchronization among
devices in a P2P manner. Sweets uses ABE for access control
in indirect replication as well as conventional ACLs in direct
replication. In Sweets, a node must send a single message to
multiple peers, which are often offline. In ABnews, a node
sends a single message to a single untrusted server, which is
always online.

C. Performance

In this subsection, we evaluate the scalability of ABnews in
a typical use case: an SNS for a small group of people. AB-
news provides a lightweight and comfortable user experience,
because users access plaintext data in local nodes. Current
cloud storage services have enough performance and scalabil-
ity. Therefore, in this section, we measure the performance
of encryption, decryption, uploading, and downloading in a
single PC node and discuss the scalability of ABnews.

In our experiments, we used a PC equipped with an Intel
Core i7 2.8 GHz processor and 16GB of main memory.
Its operating system was Mac OS X 10.11 El Capitan. It
was connected to a campus network at our university, which
is connected to a national academic backbone network for
universities.

We posted an article with an image and measured the
uploading time and downloading time. The total size of the
article was 100 KB. The article has five attributes in the policy
header. We repeated the experiments 10 times, and obtained
the average execution times.

Fig. 5 shows the experimental results. When a user is online,
the Uploader program uploads a posted article to the storage
service immediately. It took approximately 2.4 seconds to



encrypt and upload an article. This corresponds to posting an
article when a user is online. When a user is offline, posted
articles are spooled in a local PC. When the user becomes
online, these files will be uploaded to the storage service. In
Fig. 5, when the local spool had ten files and the Uploader
program encrypted and uploaded these ten files (Batch size of
10), it took approximately 2 seconds per an article.

The Downloader program downloads an article periodically
when a user is online. It took approximately 1.6 seconds to
download and decrypt an article. When the storage had ten
files and the Downloader program downloaded and decrypted
these ten files (Batch size of 10), it took approximately 0.9
seconds per an article. We noticed that the encryption and
decryption times were negligible compared with the uploading
and downloading times. This is because the cpabe toolkit uses
a hybrid encryption scheme. Furthermore, we can perform
downloading and decryption in parallel if the server has
multiple new files.

Because ABnews targets small groups of friends, the num-
ber of friends in a group is limited. If a user has 100 friends,
and each friend posts 10 articles a day, the user uploads 10
article and download 1000 articles per day. This means that
downloading limits the scalability of ABnews in this use case.
It takes 17 minutes to receive these articles at a rate of one
second per article, and consumes 100 MB of the user’s Internet
access line per day. This is sufficient for such SNSs if the user
is connected to a fast Internet access line. We can also schedule
downloading at midnight.

VI. RELATED WORK

We have compared ABnews with existing SNSs using ABE
in Section V-B. Compared to these other SNSs, ABnews is
faster and does not require new social applications to be
developed. Other decentralized SNSs can be classified into
three types:

• Those using federated servers; examples include Diaspora
[9], OneSocialWeb [35], Vegas [15], and SoNet [38].

• Those using peer-to-peer (P2P) architecture; examples
include PeerSoN [10], Safebook [13], and LifeSocial
[20]. Several P2P decentralized SNSs use distributed hash
tables (DHTs).

• Those using social VPNs [18], [25], [45].
Unlike these decentralized SNSs, ABnews provides fine-
grained access control with ABE and reuses the rich news-
readers of Usenet without any modifications. When users
run storage servers by themselves, ABnews has an advantage
over the federated-server approach in that the servers contain
encrypted data.

In social VPNs, users can reuse local area network (LAN)
applications and intranet applications as social applications.
Friend News System is our messaging system that runs on
our social SoftEther VPN [41], [42], and provides similar
functions to ABnews. ABnews has the following advantages
over Friend News System: ABnews provides fine-grained
access control with ABE, and overlays social applications that

make maximum use of this access control. Furthermore, AB-
news performs access control without depending on external
entities. Friend News System depends on existing centralized
SNSs, such as Facebook, to identify friends and realize access
control.

Virtual private social networks (VPSNs) provide private
messaging spaces over public centralized SNSs such as Face-
book [12]. With this method, members of a private social
network publish pseudo-information in the centralized SNS
servers, and exchange real information with private Extensible
Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) servers [36]. These
members can get real information with a special Web browser
that maps the pseudo-information onto the real information.
In our messaging system, we need not publish the pseudo
information in a centralized SNS.

The paper [40] proposes federating individual users’ servers
running in cloud-based virtual machines. A virtual machine
in this system is a good platform on which to run ABnews’
NNTPD.

Numerous researchers are working on the attribute and user
revocation issues in ABE [23], [24], [29], [30], [47]–[49].
Most of them are focused on algorithms and the computational
time of encryption. They neither implement social applications
nor evaluate the total performance of social applications. If
they provide the similar API as the cpabe toolkit, we can
replace it with one that supports revocations.

UsenetDHT implements a backing store of Usenet articles
by using a DHT [43]. The goal of UsenetDHT is to reduce
the NNTP traffic and disk usage among collaborating nodes.
Our goal is to provide a social messaging system for small
groups. A friend-to-friend (F2F) network is a P2P network
where users only make direct connections with their friends
or other users they know. The paper [27] describes the design
of Usenet over an F2F network to achieve the same goal as
UsenetDHT.

SUNDR [28], Depot [33], and SPORC [17] allow online
collaborative applications via untrusted servers. BSTORE [11]
and DepSky [6] encrypt data in storage servers. These systems
do not provide SNS functionality. The papers [3], [5] build
SNS functionality over untrusted networks. In this paper, we
describe the provision of better access control with ABE.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described the design and imple-
mentation of ABnews, a fast social messaging system us-
ing untrusted storage and attribute-based encryption. ABnews
allows Usenet’s rich newsreaders to be reused without any
modification. Furthermore, ABnews provides overlay social
applications, including a private blogging service, a presence
service, and one-to-one direct messaging, on top of bulletin
board systems. We have implemented the ABnews system us-
ing the cpabe toolkit and Google Drive, which holds encrypted
messages. Experimental results show that the overhead of ABE
is negligible when implementing such a messaging system on
a current cloud storage service.



In the future, we plan to use an ABE implementation that
supports revocation. In addition, we plan to add cover traffic
to realize differential privacy.
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